The completed case includes:

- You will pay one single price for any restoration, which includes everything you require on the inner/outer template.

All The Elite Service Promises:

- Location Jig
- Fitting Screw
- Laboratory Analogue
- Soft Tissue Model
- Any Elite Restoration
- Hybrid Zirconia-Titanium Abutment

Choose Any Elite Restoration from:

- ZirconiaFC® Press
- PFM

The All Inclusive Laboratory Implant

- All For Just
- per unit

compare to Stock prices*?

Stock abutment + Screw: £140
Lab Analogue: £25
Crown .† T&C Apply

*Based Average Prices with ZirconArch

SAVING YOU UP TO £100 per unit

means no shocking bills at
with no hidden charges

Our clear pricing promise

No Hidden Charges!
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